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Background

**National Education Act 1999**

- Develop educational standards & quality assurance system
- Establish ONESQA
ONESQA : Office for National Education Standards and Quality Assessment

- Public organization
- EQA at all levels: basic education, vocational colleges, universities
- Once every 5 years
Mechanisms for QA

- Office of the Higher Education Commission
- Office for National Education Standards and Quality Assessment (Public Organization)
Mechanisms for QA

OHEC

IQA → CHE QA Online

TQF

ONESQA

EQA → Automated QA
Thai Qualifications Framework

5 Domains of Learning

1. Ethics and Morals
2. Knowledge
3. Cognitive Skills
4. Interpersonal skills
5. Analytical Skills

“TQF”
**Current Situation**

\[
\text{TQF} = \text{tool for human resource development}
\]

\[
\text{TQF} = \text{clerical burden}
\]

\[
= \text{reduces diversity}
\]
\[ T = \text{Terminology} \]
\[ Q = \text{Question less} \]
\[ F = \text{Friendly} \]

Thai Qualifications Framework
ONESQA’S MISSION

- Quality
- Morality
- Creativity
- Values
- Social Benefits
Principles for assessment

- Positive/creative evaluation
- Difference identification
Better
- Assess to Improve
- Score Increasing
- Continuous Development
- Improve Quality

Together
- IQA + EQA
- Collaboration System
- ONESQA + Institution
- Partnership
- QE + QA

Simplify
- Small
- Clear
- Easy
3-D KPIs

B Basic Indicator (Top-Down)

T True Identity Indicator (Bottom-Up)

S Social Indicator (Social-Oriented)
Capacity Building

Chain of Quality
Networking

- AQAN
- APQN
- AEQA
AEQA: Asia + Europe Quality Assurance

Goal - Common Principle
Mission - Better Together Simplify
Added values
B. better world citizen
T. together we will do it better
S. simplify AEQA template
Experience

1. General Education
2. "Art for All" Course
“Art for All”

One blind person who cannot see has a mouth to speak

One deaf person who hears no sounds has eyes to see

One person without arms or legs still has a brain to offer

One person, intellectually challenged, has a strong, tireless body to give

One other person brings them all together, in a spirit of friendship, to form one mind, one heart

“Five People Together Make for One Genius”
"Art for All"